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. d i INTERVIEW wXEIi PRINCE AJAEEDEIN.
One of our reporters has had an interview« with Prince Babaheddin as re­produced below:
~ ‘■'ictims oi calamities speak of their misfortunes, .lay I ssk your opin­
ion and views regarding the causes which have brought about the adversities*and 
ol.e crisis which our country is undergoing ct present?
— »ie can suromarise as follows the causes v/hich are responsible for the 
disasters which have befallen Turkey:
x.he^weakness of xurkey and the real cause of all the misfortunes of 
its people lie in the inefficiency and inadequacy of our private life and the 
unsound means of our subsistence. On the other hand,those who take into their 
hands the reins of Government.never take into consideration this inefficiency 
so^that the system of administration they adopt for the management of the af-’ 
fairs of the country may be capable of compensating the unsoundness of our 
means of subsistence and may serve to improve the standard of our private life. 
The weakness of this life results from our inability to settle by the force of 
the plough- on these lands which we have conquered by the force of the sword.
^e have not settled on the soil,we have just temporarily attached ourselves to 
1 > w^fe^ ea® essentially an agricultural one,and the present
state of civilization in Europe and the ; jiglo-saxon communities which are in
this civilization socially .have come into being from what are 
called in social sciences ’’Particularist formations*’ based on a strong agr.icul-r 
oural work(life) which has created personal ownership, .and the ability shown 
by the Anglo-Saxons in industry and trade is not so much the result of their 
attachment to the soil as comraunities,but rather that of the social character­
istic they have acquired by firmly settling on the soil individually.
No community which has embarked on commercial activities without the 
firm foundation of an agricultural organization,has been able to create a> civi­
lization capable of a strong and continued development. In antient history the 
Phoenicians, the Greeks,Carthage,later the Venetian,the Genoese republics are 
fine examples which prove this fact of social history. Commerce which enriches 
quickly,but by binding man to man promotes political ambition to the highest 
_egree ana creates in time terrible autocracies and a moral decline of the same 
degree. ..hereas individual farming,far from binding man to man,attaches man to 
the soil,creates a strong basis for production free from Political ambitions 
and this state becomes in its turn the cradle of personal"independence end real 
liberty and naturally also of an honest and perfect conscience.
corn if the Ottoman elements have shared in the farming organizations 
based on personal ownership in the field of individual formations found in v.'es- 
-tern uurope and North America, here is no active and enterprising c+ass which 
has risen from among the peasants through agriculture,by'personally and indivi-
their farms and showing to those around them the way to earn 
ei'a to^ prosper, by taking them in a regular frame of activity and work. It is 
v 0l&sr-> v f  gentlemen farmers of the x»nglo-laxons which has created the force 
? A PriVf;"^e 3i'f’e end from this kind of private life has engendered naturally
k a^lf government and given to their public life this essential form* In our 
country,their counterpart is,as one might say,our notables. But the major part 
of our notables is a group of oppressors and consumers, ¿aid the public life 
resulting from a private life of idleness,consumption and slavery,can be nothin? 
else but e destructive centralization(of Government)’, ouch an administration 
which enslaves a big country to the idle mentality of a handful.of functionaries
can only create ultimately unrest,insecurity and through an ever increasing 
ararchy,rapid disintegration.
Unfortunately,our reformers who wished to guide our people towards the 
West since the Proclamation of the Organic Institutions of the Ottoman Empire, 
(1889),did not analyse in a-scientific way the reasons which have brought about 
the greatness of the West.In the absence of such an analysis there cannot exist 
naturally,a program to embody practical measures,that is to say,reforms.
It is to be regretted that none of our Parties of today repose on such a scien­
tific foundation,and to expect and hope for salvation in the future from pro­
grams emanating from such mentalities which have failes repeatedly up to now 
is nothing but an impossible wish. Taking into consideration all these reasons, 
it is not through Sociology which is nothing more than an obscure philosophy, 
but on our investigations in the light of Social Science which is now as much 
an exact science as Chemistry and Physics,that we are trying to draw up a scient 
tific and practical program. In a few days we shall submit it to the attention 
and criticism of our enlightened and goodwilled fellowcountrymen.
- What is your viewpoint as regards the program adopted by the Govern­
ment for reforms in the various communities in our country?
- I have no knowledge of the program prepared by the Government,but 
what difference can there be between a stillborn child and a program which is 
not based on a scientific analysis of our private and public life?
We must know/ basically our requirements so that it may be possible to proceed 
in a manner completely satisfying those requirements. The time of half measures 
has long passed. The Turks,Armenians,Greeks,Arabs,and Kurds,we are all children 
of this country and as such its owners. However, that element which is more 
advanced will have a greater role in the local administration. For instance, 
nowhere can nomadic tribes and city dwellers have the same social status. More­
over, in order to get these nomadic tribes to take gradually an interest in the 
administration of the country,we must begin by getting them settled on the soil. 
We have in Turkey a variety of climates and different social conditions. There­
fore we must create numerous regional organizations best suited to the diverse 
requirements of the various regions,and we must place at the head of each organ­
ized region to be formes by uniting a few provinces,Englishmen who have actually 
proved their organizing capacity in Egypt or India,and who will be taken into tie 
service of our Government with extensive powers. The civil staff must be chosen 
among the most efficient, and those among the people who hold an honorable posi­
tion in private life,must be made to participate,in the most suitable manner, 
in the administration,as their representatives.
These are briefly the principles on which is founded the program which 
we have prepared for the reform of both our private and public life. Further 
particulars being contained in the program which is about to be published,I do 
not want td dwell now on these details. In any case,I trust and wish that the 
notables of our various communities will endeavour with the sincerest coopera­
tion to save our country from a very grave danger which is facing her. a  great 
and a happy future will be born only from such endeavours and cooperation around 
a central truth.
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